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Abstract
Objective: Due several overlapping histomorphological features and pitfalls in thyroid pathology,
there is need to establish a panel of immunomarkers that would aid in proper diagnosis. This study
was carried out to investigate the ability of HBME-1, CK19, and S100 in differentiating between
hyperplastic, benign and malignant thyroid lesions. Materials and Methods: Immunohistochemical
analysis of 60 thyroidectomy specimens (10 hyperplastic nodules, 14 follicular adenomas and 36
malignant thyroid neoplasms) was carried out. The extent and intensity of HBME-1, CK19, and
S100 immunoreactivity was assessed in each case. Results: HBME-1 positivity was noted in 86.1%
of malignant cases while the majority of the benign lesions were negative. Diffuse strong CK19
positivity was documented in 27/31 papillary carcinoma whereas all cases of follicular carcinoma
and medullary carcinoma were negative. Most of the hyperplastic nodules and follicular adenomas
were also CK19 negative, although focal weak staining was noted in a few cases. S100 was
positive only in medullary carcinoma. HBME-1 was most sensitive (86.1%) and specific (87.5%)
in distinguishing between benign and malignant thyroid lesions. The diagnostic accuracy was
further increased when HBME-1 was used simultaneously with CK19/S100/CK19+S100. The
sequential use of HBME-1 and CK19 also proved beneficial in discriminating between the various
follicular-patterned thyroid lesions. Conclusion: HBME-1 immunolabeling suggests malignancy,
whereas strong diffuse CK19 positivity substantiates papillary differentiation. The utilization of
these markers (alone or in combination) along with histomorphological evaluation is helpful in the
differential diagnosis. S100 has minimal utility in this regard.
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INTRODUCTION
Histological evaluation using routine hematoxylin
and eosin (H&E) stained-tissue sections is the
cornerstone for categorizing thyroid lesions.
However, because of subtle and subjective
histomorphological criteria, diagnostic dilemma
may arise, especially in lesions having a follicular
growth pattern.1,2,3 Follicular neoplasms can
sometimes be challenging on histology because
of the presence of incomplete capsular penetration
or equivocal vascular invasion.4 Distinguishing
follicular adenoma from encapsulated follicular
variant of papillary carcinoma becomes difficult
when an encapsulated nodule with a follicular
growth pattern exhibits only few of the typical

nuclear features of papillary thyroid carcinoma
(PTC). Benign papillary hyperplasia and
hyperplastic nodules in nodular goitre may show
nuclear clearing and may be confused for PTC.5
Immunohistochemistry (IHC) undoubtedly
offers advantage in cases where histomorphological
details are insufficient to establish a definitive
diagnosis. In recent years, several IHC markers
for the differential diagnosis of thyroid lesions,
have emerged,6 such as, CK19, CK903, CITED1,
CD 26, CD 57, Cyclin D1, cyclooxygenase-2,
fibronectin-1, galectin-3, HBME-1, ki67, p27,
p63, Ret oncoprotein, S100, TPO and their
efficacy in diagnostic thyroid pathology is being
evaluated. There has been considerable variability
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in the outcomes of these studies. Hence, the
quest of identifying ‘a reliable immunomarker’
that can unequivocally segregate hyperplastic,
benign and malignant lesions of the thyroid,
continues.
In the present scenario, HBME-1, a
mesothelioma marker, is evolving as a
promising antibody for identifying thyroid
malignancy.7,8 HBME-1 stains mostly follicularderived malignant tumours, including both
well-differentiated and poorly differentiated
carcinomas. CK19 is another such potential
marker that is reported to be expressed mainly
in PTC. However, sometimes focal CK19
immunoreactivity can be seen in compressed
normal thyroid tissue surrounding the tumour,
in follicular cells of lymphocytic thyroiditis9
and in reactive follicular epithelium. Yet another
immunomarker, S100-protein, is of diagnostic
and prognostic importance in thyroid pathology.
Strong cytoplasmic S100 immunopositivity is
reported to be supportive of PTC over benign
papillary hyperplasia.10-12 S100A6, S100A11
and S100A13 overexpression could be used as a
biomarker to discriminate papillary and follicular
thyroid neoplasms.13,14 PTCs over-expressing
S100A10 and S100A6 have been reported to
show high incidence of nodal metastasis.15
In this study, we aimed at evaluating the
expression and analyzing the sensitivity and
specificity of these three immunohistochemical
markers (HBME-1, CK19, S100), individually
and in combination, in differentiating various
thyroid lesions.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The material for the present study was
obtained from thyroidectomy specimens
(lobectomies, hemithyroidectomies, subtotal/
total thyroidectomies) received at Department
of Pathology, Bangalore Medical College and
Research Institute, Bengaluru, India, between
November 2012 to October 2014. In all cases,
the tissue was fixed in 10% buffered formalin,
routinely processed, embedded in paraffin and
microtomed sections stained with hematoxylineosin (H&E). The H&E stained slides were
analyzed by two independent pathologists
and a diagnosis was rendered in accordance
with the 2004 World Health Organization
histological classificationcriteria.16 Based on
histomorphological diagnosis, 60 consecutive
cases of hyperplastic and neoplastic thyroid
lesions, comprising 10 hyperplastic nodules
(HN), 14 follicular adenoma (FA), 16 classical
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papillary carcinoma (cPTC), 15 follicular variant
of papillary carcinoma (FVPTC), 4 follicular
carcinoma (FC) and 1 medullary carcinoma (MC)
were included in the study. In each case, gender
and age of the patient, pre-operative FNAC
results, tumour size, multifocality,extra-thyroid
spread and presence of lymph node metastases
were also noted from the request forms and
clinical files.
Immunohistochemistry
A single paraffin-embedded tissue block,
containing a representative area of the lesion,
was selected per case for immunohistochemical
staining. 4 μm thick sections were prepared from
the selected block, placed on electrostatically
charged glass slides (SuperfrostPlus Microscope
Slides, Fisherbrand) and incubated at 37°C
overnight. Immunohistochemical staining for
HBME-1 (clone 283M17, Cell Marque, Rocklin,
CA, USA), CK19 (clone RCK108, Biogenex,
San Ramon, CA, USA) and S100 protein (clone
15E2E2, Biogenex, San Ramon, CA, USA) was
done using the standard Streptavidin Biotin
technique. Antigen retrieval was performed
by the pressure cooker method using TRIS/
EDTA buffer. Peroxidase and protein blocks
were done. The slides were incubated with
the respective primary antibodies at room
temperature for 60 minutes. Freshly prepared
DAB (diaminbenzidine tetrachloride) solution
was used as chromogen followed by counterstaining with Harris hematoxylin. Positive and
negative controls were included in each run.
Positive controls for HBME-1, CK19 and S100
was pleura, skin and melanoma, respectively.
Negative controls were obtained by eliminating
the primary antibody.
Immunohistochemical assessment
A s e m i - q u a n t i t a t iv e a s s e s s m e n t o f
immunohistochemical expressivity was
performed by an independent pathologist by
critically assessing multiple microscopical
fields. The cells were regarded as positive when
immunoreactivity was clearly observed in the
nuclei, cytoplasm and/or membrane. Staining
of colloid in the absence of staining of lesional
cells was considered nonspecific and negative.
The percentage of cells staining positively
(‘Proportion Score’) with HBME-1, CK19 and
S100 was scored as:17,18 none of the cells stained
- ‘0’, 1% to 5% - ‘1’, 6% to 25% - ‘2’, 26%
to 75% - ‘3’, 76% to 100% - ‘4’. The staining
intensity (‘Intensity Score’) was graded as:19 no
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staining/very weak -‘0’, moderate – ‘1’ , strong
-‘2’. Then, the ‘expression intensity score’ was
computed as the multiplication of the percentage
of positive cells by staining intensity (Expression
Intensity Score = Proportion Score X Intensity
Score).20 The lesion was considered positive for
a immunomarker when the expression intensity
score was at least 2 or more.
Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using the
software SPSS Version 16.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago,
Illinois, USA). Considering histological
diagnosis as the gold standard, sensitivity (true
positive/true positive + false negative), specificity
(true negative/true negative + false positive),
positive predictive values [true positive/(true
positive + false positive)], negative predictive
values [true negative/(true negative + false
negative)], positive likelihood ratio [sensitivity/
(100-specificity)], negative likelihood ratio
[(100-sensitivity)/specificity] and diagnostic
accuracy [(true positive + true negative)/(true
positive + false positive + true negative + false
negative)] of each immunomarker and their
combinations were calculated. Association
between categorical variables was evaluated by
using the Fisher’s exact test or the chi-square test
as appropriate. A p-value <0.05 was considered
statistically significant.
RESULTS
Clinicopathological details
The clinicopathological data of the patients
are shown in Table 1. A female preponderance
was noted with an overall male to female ratio
of 1: 5.67. The youngest patient in our study

was a 20-year-old female, a case of HN. The
oldest patient was a 73-year-old female, a case
of cPTC. Pre-operative FNAC was performed
on all the cases. In the majority (53/60), the
FNA impression was in concordance with the
histopathological diagnosis. Two cases of cPTC
were missed on FNAC and were reported as
multinodular goitre because of small lesional size
and sampling error. Three cases of FVPTC were
misdiagnosed on FNAC owing to paucity of PTClike nuclear features. On the other hand, two
cases of HN were overdiagnosed as ‘follicular
neoplasm’. Lymph node metastasis with or
without extrathyroidal extension was detected
in 5/16 cases of cPTC, whereas none of the
FVPTC cases showed such features. However,
multifocality was more commonly encountered
in FVPTC as opposed to other lesions.
Immunohistochemistry
The Proportion and Intensity Scores for HBME1, CK19 and S100 in various thyroid pathologies
are shown in Table 2. Table 3 depicts the number
of positive and negative cases for these markers
based on the Expression Intensity Score.
HBME-1 showed membrane localization, with
some of the cases showing characteristic apical
accentuation (Fig.1). A significant proportion
of the malignant lesions (14/16 cPTC, 13/15
FVPTC and 4/4 FC) showed strong and diffuse
positivity, while most of the HN and FA were
negative. CK19 signal was detected in the
cytoplasm. Diffuse strong positivity was noted
in all cases of cPTC (Fig. 2b) whereas variable
results were obtained in the follicular variant
(Figs. 2d & 2e). All cases of FC and MC were
negative for this immunomarker. We observed
faint CK19 immunoreaction of normal adjacent

TABLE 1: Clinicopathological details of the thyroid cases included in the study
Tumour N
Gender
type				

Age in years
Size in cm
MD (Min-Max) MN ± SD

ES
(N)

Mets MF Pre-op FNAC
(N)
(N)

		M

F						C

D

HN
FA
cPTC
FVPTC
FC
MC

8
14
11
13
4
1

2 (FN)
0
2 (MNG)
3 (1FN, 2MNG)
0
0

10
14
16
15
4
1

2
0
5
2
0
0

34 (20-50)
38 (23-67)
40 (25-73)
32 (21-56)
51 (38-65)
42

1.4 ± 0.4
4.2 ± 0.9
3.8 ± 2.2
4.9 ± 1.8
4.3 ± 0.9
4.6

4
0
1
0

5
0
0
1

3
0
3
6
0
1

8
14
14
12
4
1

Key: HN- Hyperplastic nodule; FA - Follicular adenoma; cPTC - Classical papillary carcinoma; FVPTC - Follicular variant of papillary carcinoma; FC - Follicular Carcinoma; MC - Medullary carcinoma; N - Number
of cases; M - male; F - female; MD - median; Min-Max - range; MN - mean; SD -standard deviation; ES
- extrathyroid spread; Mets - lymph node metastasis; MF - multifocality; C - number of concordant cases;
D - number of discordant cases; MNG - multinodular goiter; FN - follicular neoplasm
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TABLE 2: Extent and intensity of HBME-1, CK19 & S100 immunostaining
Number of cases
		
IHC
Markers Histological diagnosis

Proportion score			

Intensity score

		

‘0’

‘1’

‘2’

‘3’

‘4’

‘0’

‘1’

‘2’

HBME-1

HN (n=10)
FA (n=14)
cPTC (n=16 )
FVPTC (n=15)
FC (n=4)
MC (n=1)

4
12
0
0
0
1

4
0
3
1
0
0

1
0
0
0
0
0

1
2
1
2
0
0

0
0
12
12
4
0

9
12
2
2
0
1

1
2
11
9
1
0

0
0
3
4
3
0

CK19

HN (n=10)
FA (n=14)
cPTC (n=16 )
FVPTC (n=15)
FC (n=4)
MC (n=1)

5
7
0
1
4
1

0
2
0
0
0
0

3
2
0
3
0
0

2
3
1
6
0
0

0
0
15
5
0
0

8
10
0
4
4
1

1
2
4
8
0
0

1
2
12
3
0
0

S100

HN (n=10)
FA (n=14)
cPTC (n=16 )
FVPTC (n=15)
FC (n=4)
MC (n=1)

9
13
13
15
4
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
0
0
0

1
1
2
0
0
1

10
14
16
15
4
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
1

Key: HN - Hyperplastic nodule; FA - Follicular adenoma; cPTC - Classical papillary carcinoma; FVPTC Follicular variant of papillary carcinoma; FC - Follicular Carcinoma; MC - Medullary carcinoma

thyroid tissue in two cases of FA with the lesional
cells being completely negative. Strong S100
positivity was noted only in MC, which exhibited
strong nuclear and cytoplasmic reaction (Fig.
3b).
Statistical analysis
The sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive

value, negative predictive value, positive
likelihood ratio, negative likelihood ratio and
diagnostic accuracy of each marker, individually
as well as in combination, was assessed in
differentiating benign (HN and FA) versus
malignant, benign neoplastic (FA) versus
malignant, benign non- neoplastic (HN) versus

TABLE 3: Number of positive and negative cases based on Expression Intensity Score
Histological
diagnosis

HBME-1		
P (%)
N (%)

CK 19		
P (%)
N (%)

S 100
P (%)

N (%)

HN (n=10)
FA (n=14)
cPTC (n=16 )
FVPTC(n=15)
FC (n=4)
MC (n=1)

1 (10.0)
2 (14.3)
14 (87.5)
13 (86.7)
4 (100)
0 (0)

2 (20.0)
4 (28.6)
16 (100)
11 (73.3)
0 (0)
0 (0)

0
0
0
0
0
1

10 (100)
14 (100)
16 (100)
15 (100)
4 (100)
0 (0)

‘p’ value

< 0.00001 		

9 (90.0)
12 (85.7)
2 (12.5)
2 (13.3)
0 (0)
1 (100)

8 (80.0)
10 (71.4)
0 (0)
4 (26.7)
4 (100)
1 (100)

0.00014		

(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(100)

0.40959

Key : HN - Hyperplastic nodule; FA - Follicular adenoma; cPTC - Classical papillary carcinoma; FVPTC Follicular variant of papillary carcinoma; FC - Follicular Carcinoma; MC - Medullary carcinoma; P - number
of positive cases; N - number of negative cases
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a

b

c

d

e

f

FIG. 1: (a) Microphotograph of cPTC (H&E, 100x) with inset showing typical nuclear features. (b) Characteristic membranous localization with apical accentuation of HBME-1 in a case of cPTC (200x). (c) Strong
HBME-1 immunolabeling in FVPTC (100x). (d) Complete HBME-1 negativity in a case of FA (200x).
(e) Microphotograph of a case of FC (40x). (f) Focal strong HBME-1 positivity in FC (40x)

a

b

c

d

e

f

FIG. 2: (a) Microphotograph of a case of cPTC. (b) Strong and diffuse CK19 cytoplasmic positivity in a case of
cPTC (400x). (c) Microphotograph of FVPTC (H&E, 200x) with inset showing typical nuclear features.
(d) CK19 showing intense staining (Intensity Score = 2) of >75% of cells (Proportion Score = 4) in a
case of FVPTC (200x). (e) CK19 showing moderate staining (Intensity Score = 1) of 6%-25% of cells
(Proportion Score = 2) in a case of FVPTC (200x). (f) Strong CK19 positivity in metastatic deposits of
cPTC in a cervical lymph node (200x)
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a

b

c

d

FIG. 3: (a) Microphotograph of MC exhibiting pseudopapillary pattern (H&E, 200x). (b) Strong nuclear and
cytoplasmic localization of S100 in MC (200x). (c) A case of cPTC showing diffuse weak cytoplasmic
positivity for S100 with Proportion Score = 4 and Intensity Score = 0 (200x). The case was labeled ‘negative’ based on Expression Intensity Score. (d) Complete S100 negativity in a case of cPTC (200x)

malignant thyroid lesions and is depicted in
Tables 4, 5 and 6, respectively.
HBME-1 proved to be most sensitive and
specific in distinguishing benign from malignant
thyroid pathology. CK19 was 75% sensitive and
specific. S100 was found to have a very low
sensitivity of 2.8% as most of the malignant cases
were negative. However, it was 100% specific
as none of the benign cases were positive. On
combining HBME-1 and CK19, the sensitivity
increased to 94.4%. Using S100 as 2nd or 3rd

sequential marker (HBME-1 + S100, CK19 +
S100, HBME-1 + CK19 + S100) did not improve
the diagnostic accuracy much. The ability of
HBME-1 and CK19 (alone or in combination)
in distinguishing between hyperplastic, benign
and malignant thyroid lesions was found to be
statistically significant (p < 0.05) whereas S100
was inefficient in this regard (p > 0.05).
We also calculated the sensitivity and
specificity of HBME-1, CK19 and HBME1+CK19, in discriminating the various follicular

TABLE 4: Immunomarkers in distinguishing benign (benign neoplastic, i.e. FA and benign
non- neoplastic, i.e. HN) versus malignant lesions
SN (%)

SP (%)

PPV (%)

NPV (%)

PLR

NLR

DA (%)

HBME-1

86.1

87.5

91.2

80.8

6.89

0.16

86.7

CK19

75.0

75.0

81.8

66.7

3.00

0.33

75.0

S100

2.8

100

100

40.7

-

0.97

41.6

HBME-1
+ CK19

94.4

70.8

82.9

89.5

3.23

0.09

85.0

HBME-1
+ S100

88.9

87.5

91.4

84.2

7.11

0.13

88.3

CK19
+ S100

78.0

75.0

82.3

75.0

3.12

0.29

76.7

HBME-1
+ CK19
+ S100

97.2

70.8

83.3

94.4

3.33

0.04

86.7

Key: SN - sensitivity; SP - specificity; PPV - Positive predictive value; NPV - Negative predictive value; PLR
- Positive likelihood ratio; NLR -Negative likelihood ratio; DA - Diagnostic accuracy
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TABLE 5: Immunomarkers in distinguishing benign neoplastic (FA) versus malignant lesions
SN (%)

SP ( %)

PPV (%)

NPV (%)

PLR

NLR

DA (%)

HBME-1

86.1

85.7

93.9

70.6

6.02

0.16

86.0

CK19

75.0

71.4

87.1

52.6

2.62

0.35

74.0

S100

2.8

100

100

28.6

-

0.97

30.0

HBME-1
+ CK19

94.4

64.3

87.2

81.8

2.64

0.09

86.0

HBME-1
+ S100

88.9

75.0

69.9

75.0

3.56

0.15

88.0

CK19
+ S100

78.0

71.0

86.1

56.2

2.69

0.31

76.0

HBME-1
+ CK19
+ S100

97.2

69.2

87.5

90.0

3.16

0.04

88.0

Key: SN - sensitivity; SP - specificity; PPV - Positive predictive value; NPV - Negative predictive value; PLR
- Positive likelihood ratio; NLR -Negative likelihood ratio; DA - Diagnostic accuracy

patterned lesions of thyroid (Table 7). As a
single marker, HBME-1 was more sensitive in
discriminating between FVPTC vs FA, FVPTC
vs FC and FA vs FC and the sensitivity further
increased when HBME-1 was used in combination
with CK19. On the other hand, CK19 proved to
be 100% specific in distinguishing FVPTC from
FC. Also, simultaneous use of HBME-1 and
CK19 resulted in 100% sensitivity and specificity
in FVPTC vs FC. Based on our findings, we

propose a paradigm that would help in arriving
at a diagnosis of the follicular patterned lesions
of thyroid by the sequential use of HBME-1 and
CK19 (Fig. 4).
DISCUSSION
HBME-1 was the single most sensitive biomarker
in our study in discriminating benign from
malignant thyroidopathies. HBME-1 reacts with

TABLE 6: Immunomarkers in distinguishing benign non-neoplastic (HN) versus malignant
lesions
SN (%)

SN (%)

PPV (%) NPV (%) PLR

NLR

DA (%)

HBME-1

86.1

90.0

96.9

69.2

8.61

0.15

85.1

CK19

75.0

80.0

93.1

47.1

3.75

0.31

76.1

S100

2.8

100

100

22.2

-

0.97

23.9

HBME-1
+ CK19

94.4

80.0

94.4

80.0

4.72

0.07

91.3

HBME-1
+ S100

88.9

90.0

96.9

69.2

8.81

0.12

89.1

CK19
+ S100

77.8

80.0

93.0

50.0

3.89

0.28

78.0

HBME-1
+ CK19
+ S100

97.2

88.9

94.6

88.9

8.76

0.03

93.5

Key: SN - sensitivity; SP - specificity; PPV - Positive predictive value; NPV - Negative predictive value; PLR
- Positive likelihood ratio; NLR -Negative likelihood ratio; DA - Diagnostic accuracy
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TABLE 7: Utility of immunomarkers in distinguishing the various follicular patterned lesions
of thyroid

HBME-1
CK19
HBME-1 + CK19

FVPTC vs FA

FVPTC vs FC

FA vs FC

SN (%)

SP (%)

SN (%)

SP (%)

SN (%)

SP (%)

86.7
73.3
93.3

85.7
71.4
64.3

89.4
73.3
100

13.3
100
100

100
28.6
100

85.7
20.0
64.3

Key: FVPTC - follicular variant of papillary carcinoma; FA - follicular adenoma; FC - Follicular carcinoma;
SN - sensitivity; SP - specificity

an unknown antibody present in the microvilli
of mesothelial cells .7 In 1996, Miettinen and
Karkkainen8 reported strong and diffuse HBME1 immunolabeling in cases of PTC and FC.
Since then, many investigators have mentioned
HBME-1 to be an indicator of malignancy in
thyroid pathology and our study also affirmed
the same (Table 8).18,19,21-31 In the malignant
spectrum, the majority of cPTC (14/16, 87.5%)
and FVPTC (13/15, 86.7%) and all cases of FC
(4/4, 100%) demonstrated strong and diffuse
immunoreaction. In accordance with de Matos
et al,18 the one case of MC included in the study
was negative. It might indicate that tumours
arising from parafollicular cells are HBME-1
negative. But, due to the meager number of
cases and contradictory result of Mase et al22
(who reported 100% HBME-1 positivity of
MC), more studies will have to be carried out
to validate this hypothesis. Also, two cases
of cPTC were HBME-1 negative, thereby

suggesting that, negative staining does not rule
out malignancy. However, sequential use of
CK19 was useful in these cases to confirm the
primary histomorphological diagnosis of cPTC.
Regarding its specificity, only a minority of
benign cases (10% of HN, 14.3% of FA) were
decorated by HBME-1 with low proportion
and intensity scores. Other studies (Table 8)
have also found similar positivity in a small
subset of HN and FA. In contrast, Cheung et
al,21 Nasr et al,24 and Arturs et al20 found no
HBME-1 signaling in benign lesions. Hence,
in our opinion, cases of HN and FA showing
moderate/strong HBME-1 positivity should be
re-scrutinized histomorphologically for PTC-like
nuclear features and capsular/vascular invasion,
respectively.
Noteworthy is an interesting observation
by Nikiforova et al32 pertaining to HBME-1
immunoreactivity in thyroid malignancy. They
found positive HBME-1 staining in FC with RAS

FIG. 4: Flowchart depicting the sequential use of HBME-1 followed by CK19 in discriminating follicular patterned
lesions of thyroid. Key: HN - Hyperplastic nodule; FA - Follicular adenoma; FVPTC - Follicular variant of
papillary carcinoma; FC - Follicular Carcinoma; PS - Proportion score; IS - Intensity score; +ve - positive;
-ve - negative
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mutations, whereas, FC with PAX8–peroxisome
proliferator-activated receptor rearrangements
did not show any reaction with HBME-1.
CK19 was the second most sensitive marker
in our study. It is a low molecular weight
cytokeratin, expressed in a wide range of normal
and neoplastic tissues. In thyroid, it is reported
to be expressed mainly in PTC, thus making its
detection useful in differential diagnosis between
FVPCT versus follicular neoplasms and between
PTC versus papillary hyperplasia. In our study,
CK19 strongly immunoreacted with all cases of
cPTC. This is in agreement with the results of
Kragsterman et al,33 Liberman et al,34 Beesley
et al,35 Erkilic et al,36 Song et al,37 Bose et al,38
and other investigators (Table 9).17,18,19,21,24,26-31,39
In FVPTCs, we obtained variable CK19
staining pattern ranging from completely
negative to strongly positive. That is, CK19 was
more sensitive in picking up cPTC as compared
to the follicular variant. Like Cheung et al,21
none of our FC stained with CK19.
Most of the HN (8/10, 80%) were CK19
negative. Among 14 cases of FA, faint/nil
staining was noted in 10 (71.4%) cases. The
remaining 4 cases exhibited moderate to strong
immunolabeling but only one of them was
HBME-1 positive. In the situation when both
HBME-1 and CK19 are positive, a possibility
of Lindsay tumour has to be kept in mind. Due
to conflicting data regarding CK19 reactivity in
FC, a careful search for capsular breach/vascular
invasion is also warranted in such a scenario.
In the present era of ‘omics’, many authors
have undertaken proteomic based studies to
investigate the expression of various S100
isoforms in the context of thyroid cancer.
Anania et al13 found frequent over-expression
of S100A11 in PTC and anaplastic thyroid
carcinoma, but not in FC. Similar conclusion of
S100A11 being over-expressed in PTCs was also
laid down by Jarzab et al,40 He et al,41 Huang et
al,42 and Salvatore et al43. Martínez-Aguilar et
al14 reported S100A6 and S100A11 as potential
biomarkers in discriminating papillary and
follicular thyroid tumours. Brown et al44 studied
the differential expression of S100A6 protein
in PTC and normal thyroid tissue by 2D-gel
electrophoresis method and found its substantial
over-expression in PTCs. Subsequently, they
performed S100A6 IHC on independent samples
of benign and malignant thyroid tumours (not
further specified), and obtained 85% sensitivity
and 69% specificity in distinguishing them.44
Since proteome analysis is a sophisticated

procedure and is not readily available in all
setups, we studied S100 protein expression
immunohistochemically. But, we found S100
to be statistically insignificant (p > 0.05) in
distinguishing various thyroid lesions. According
to Nishimura et al,45 S100 protein, especially
S100 alpha, is expressed in follicular cells during
thyroglobulin synthesis and the levels increase
in hyperfunction. Torres-Cabala et al46 showed
that nuclear positivity of S100C can be found
in normal thyroid tissue, HN, FA and FC, but
strong cytoplasmic immunostaining is seen
almost exclusively in PTCs, thus making it a good
candidate when FVPTC and FC are considered
in the differential diagnosis. We believe that the
differences of S100 staining results between our
study and previous studies (Table 10)10,19,45,47 may
be due to various factors including clone and
dilution of antibodies used, different isoform
of S100 being detected, antigen retrieval and
tissue processing methods, subjective variation
in interpretation of staining results and different
scoring systems employed. In our study, 3 cases
of cPTC exhibited diffuse cytoplasmic positivity
(2 cases with proportion score of 4 each and 1
case with proportion score of 3) but the intensity
was weak (Intensity score = 0) and eventually,
we had to label these cases as ‘S100 negative’
based on the expression intensity score (Fig. 3c).
Interestingly, Dinets et al48 identified a significant
over-expression of S100A11 in cPTC by liquid
chromatography tandem mass spectrometry
(LC-MS/MS) and ELISA but IHC showed very
similar expression patterns in both cPTC and
benign lesions.
The follicular patterned lesions of thyroid
can be any pathologist’s “nightmare” due to
lack of consensus about diagnostic criteria.
The main differentials of follicular-patterned
thyroid lesions include FA, FC and FVPTC.49,50
Differentiating FA from FC can be a daunting
task sometimes as the interpretation of what
constitutes capsular/vascular invasion vary
among surgical pathologists.50,51 FVPTC can
pose a diagnostic challenge when there is paucity
of the obvious PTC-like nuclear features.50,51 In
such a scenario, adjunct IHC can be of immense
help. We observed that, in segregating FVPTC
vs FA, FVPTC vs FC and FA vs FC, HBME-1
achieved a high sensitivity of 86.7%, 89.4%
and 100% respectively. Alshenawy et al31
reported a similar high sensitivity of HBME-1
in distinguishing these entities. In distinguishing
FVPTC from FC, CK19 was 100% sensitive
and 47% specific in Alshenawy et al31 study
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TABLE 8: Comparison of HBME-1 immunostaining results with previous studies
Studies (year)

Number of positive cases/total number of cases (percentage)				
HN

FA

PTC

cPTC

FVPTC

FC

MC

Cheung et al21 (2001)

0/40 (0)

0/35 (0)

76/138 (55)

38/54 (70)

38/84 (45)

2/4 (50)

…

Maseet al22 (2003)

…

17/62 (27)

33/36 (97)

…

…

33/39(85)

4/4(100)

Kosemet al19 (2005)

0/25 (0)

0/12 (0)

54/60 (90.0)

33/37 (89.2)

21/23 (91.3)

0/5 (0)

…

de Matos et al18 (2005)

4/12 (33.3)

10/18 (55.6)

79/84 (94.0)

…

21/25 (84)

24/38 (63.0)

0/5 (0)

Prasad et al23 (2005)

1/29 (3.0)

2/21 (10)

57/67 (85.0)

…

…

3/6 (50)

…

Nasr et al24 (2006)

0/10 (0)

0/6 (0)

49/51 (96.0)

19/20 (95.0)

9/10 (90.0)

…

…

Barroeta et al25 (2006)

…

1/3 (33)

10/11 (91)

…

3/4 (75)

5/7 (71)

…

Park et al26 (2007)

11/54 (20.4)

17/35 (48.6)

166/181(92)

…

…

22/25 (88.0)

…

Liu et al27 (2008)

…

1/12 (9)

39/53 (74)

…

8/11 (73)

2/13 (15)

…

Saleh et al28 (2010)

9/52 (17.3)

26/46 (56.5)

…

18/20 (90)

11/12 (91.7)

18/22 (81.8)

…

Siderova et al29 (2013)

…

0/10 (0)

…

11/12 (92.0)

2/5 (40.0)

2/5 (40.0)

…

NechiforBoilă et al30 (2014) …

2/5 (40.0)

…

5/6 (83.3)

0/5 (0)

…

…

Alshenawy et al31 (2014)

…

2/7 (29)

…

14/14 (100)

8/8 (100)

10/15 (67)

…

Present study

1/10 (10.0)

2/14 (14.3)

27/31 (87.1)

14/16 (87.5)

13/15 (86.7)

4/4 (100)

0/1 (0)

Key: HN - Hyperplastic nodule; FA - Follicular adenoma; PTC - includes all variants of papillary carcinoma; cPTC - Classical papillary
carcinoma; FVPTC - Follicular variant of papillary carcinoma; FC - Follicular Carcinoma; MC - Medullary carcinoma. Ellipses indicate not
addressed in the article

TABLE 9: Comparison of CK19 immunostaining results with previous studies
Studies (year)

Number of positive cases/total number of cases (percentage)			
HN

FA

PTC

cPTC

FVPTC

FC

MC

Cheung et al (2001)

8/40 (20)

1/35(0)

91/138 (66)

43/54 (80)

48/84 (57)

0/4 (0)

…

Sahooet al (2001)

…

…

15/15 (100)

5/5 (100)

10/10 (100)

…

…

Kosemet al (2005)

0/25 (0)

0/12 (0)

53/60 (83.3)

37/37 (100) 16/23(69.6)

1/5 (20)

…

de Matos et al (2005)

2/12 (16.7)

6/18 (33.3)

61/84 (72.6)

…

…

8/38 (21)

1/5 (20)

Nasr et al (2006)

5/10 (50)

5/6 (83)

51/51 (100)

20/20(100)

10/10 (100)

…

…

Park et al (2007)

5/54(9.3)

10/35(28.6) 175/18 (96.7) …

…

11/25(44.0)

…

Liu et al (2008)

…

0/12 (0)

41/53 (78)

…

2/11 (22)

0/13 (0)

…

Murphy et al (2008)

0/11 (0)

4/15 (27)

20/20 (100)

…

2/9 (18)

6/14 (43)

…

Saleh et al (2010)
Siderova et al29 (2013)

8/52 (15.3)
…

23/46 (50)
1/10 (10.0

…
…

17/20 (85) 10/12 (83.3)
12/12 (100) 4/5 (80)

19/22 (86.3) …		
3/5 (60)
…

NechiforBoilă et al30 (2014)

…

0/5 (0)

…

4/6 (66.7)

…

…

Alshenawy et al (2014)

…

4/7 (57)

…

14/14 (100) 8/8 (100)

8/15 (53)

…

Present study

2/10 (20.0)

4/14 (28.6)

27/31 (87.1)

16/16 (100) 11/15 (73.3)

0/4 (0)

0/1 (0)

26

17

19

18

24

26

27

39

28

31

3/5 (60.0)

Key: HN - Hyperplastic nodule; FA - Follicular adenoma; PTC - includes all variants of papillary carcinoma; cPTC - Classical papillary
carcinoma; FVPTC - Follicular variant of papillary carcinoma; FC - Follicular Carcinoma; MC - Medullary carcinoma. Ellipses indicate not
addressed in the article
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TABLE 10: Comparison of S100 immunostaining results in the present study with previous studies
Number of positive cases/total number of cases (percentage)			
			
Studies (year)
HN
FA
PTC
cPTC
FVPTC
FC
MC
Nishimura et al45(1997)
Kilicarslanet al10(2000)
Kosem et al19 (2005)
Ito et al47* (2007)
Present study

…
0/13
0/25 (0)
…
0/10 (0)

…
…
0/12 (0)
0/16
0/14 (0)

92/96 (96.0)
…
29/60 (48.3)
93/93 (100)
0/31 (0)

…
12/14(85.7)
18/37 (48.6)
…
0/16 (0)

…
…
11/23 (47.8)
…
0/15 (0)

…
…
1/5 (20)
7/48
0/4 (0)

3/3 (100)
…
…
…
1/1 (100)

Key: HN - Hyperplastic nodule; FA - Follicular adenoma; PTC - includes all variants of papillary carcinoma; cPTC - Classical
papillary carcinoma; FVPTC - Follicular variant of papillary carcinoma; FC - Follicular Carcinoma; MC - Medullary
carcinoma. Ellipses indicate not addressed in the article. *- used S100A10 isoform

whereas we observed a sensitivity and specificity
of 73.3% and 100% respectively. We attribute
this discrepancy to the fact that none of the cases
of FC in our study showed CK19 positivity.
Overall, we found HBME-1 superior to CK19
in differentiating FC and FVPTC from FA.
Also, HBME-1 and CK19 can be employed
sequentially, along with histomorphological
clues, to arrive at a diagnosis of the follicular
patterned lesions of thyroid (Fig. 4).
Poorly differentiated and anaplastic
carcinomas show variable expression of HBME-1
and CK19 ranging from 0% to 100%.8,18,21-23,25,52
Ito et al53 demonstrated that S100A8 & S100A9
over-expression is almost exclusively seen
in undifferentiated thyroid carcinomas. Our
series did not have any cases of anaplastic
and poorly differentiated or undifferentiated
thyroid malignancy and hence, we were unable
to establish the HBME-1, CK19 and S100
expression profile in these cases.
In conclusion, positive HBME-1 staining
is a strong indicator of malignancy, although,
negative staining does not rule it out. CK19
was found to be a reliable diagnostic marker of
PTC, especially the classical type. The results
of S100 were statistically insignificant thereby
limiting its utility as a single discriminating
marker in thyroid pathology. HBME-1 proved
to be the single best immunomarker in
distinguishing between hyperplastic, benign
and malignant thyroid lesions. The diagnostic
accuracy was further increased when HBME-1
was used simultaneously with CK19 / S100 /
CK19 + S100. The simultaneous use HBME-1
and CK19 is also recommended in resolving
the diagnostic dilemma amongst the various
follicular patterned thyroid lesions. Nonetheless,
all the immunohistochemical results have to

be correlated with and grounded upon the
conventional histomorphological findings.
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